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Title word cross-reference

[BGS19]. g [AK15, ER19b, Gag09, GR09, Rou08, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sch13c,
Tol08, Woe08a, vEW08, vEW09]. H
[ZTG11, ZYCK12, ACHVH09, AOdFC12, BBMP12, BI10, BBL15, BD07a,
BD10b, BMD10, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, Bor14b, BGT22, BN21, Bur07a,
Bur07b, Bur13a, Cam14, zChHY13, CGD+21, CMMT13, CB07, Die15,
Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10a, Egg10b, ER19a, ER19b, ER21, FMI11b, Gag09,
GM12, GP12, GS10, GR09, Kos13a, KHC11a, KHC11b, KHC13, LR08, LF12,
LRVY13, LY14, Mal16, MR13, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Pra13a, Pra13b, Rou08,
RYY10, RY12b, RGZSC13, Sch08, SMP12, Sch13c, Sch13d, Sch15, Sмо21b,
Van08, WWY21, WH11, YR08, ZYZ18, ZRY11, ZY12, vEW08, vEW09],
h(2) [Rou08]. hg [MT10]. k [ZLL+18]. L [LY14]. L2[0,T] [ER19b]. N
[Khr09, BO19]. π [Vin13b]. ψ [Lat21]. Q [dABJGMC21, RLG13, RLG14]. q2
[CAHVH10]. $R$ [Gag11, LCY19]. $R^2$ [Rou08]. $S$ [KK21, Pra13c]. $w$ [Per17b]. $Z$ [PS13, Lum07].

- authors [BO19]. -based [FM11b]. -bubble [Pra13b, RGZSC13]. -core [Cam14, zChHY13, KHc11a]. -cores [LRWY13]. -Degree [ZRY11, ZY12]. -gram [Khr09]. -Index [ACHVH09, AK15, AOoFC12, BBMP12, BBL15, BN21, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMMT13, CB07, Egg08a, GM12, GS10, GR09, KHc11b, KHc13, Lat21, LR08, LF12, LY14, Mc16, MR13, MT10, NT12, NO10, PSZZ12, Per17b, Rou08, RYY10, RY12b, Sch08, Sch10b, Sch13c, Sch13e, Sch13d, Sch15, Tol08, Van08, Vin13b, Woe08a, WLG11, YR08, ZY18, Bor14b, CAHVH10, BGS19, Bur07b, PS13, Pra13c, Rou08, YZF13]. -indices [ER19b, Gag09, vEW08, vEW09]. -like [CGD21]. -means [ZLL18]. -measures [RLG14, RLG13]. -page [KK13]. -related [ZTG11]. -score [Lum07]. -Sequence [LY14]. -subnet [WWY21]. -tail [zChHY13, KHc11a]. -tails [LRWY13]. -type [BI10, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, ER19a, ER21, SMP12, Sno21b]. -year [Cam15, DGDG13].


357 [BCGM17b].

5 [AORC12a, AORC12b]. 5SQual [MGLF09].

6 [Ron13]. 63 [AORC12b].

7 [RLG14]. 787 [BCGM17a]. 799 [BW22].

9 [RGRE16].

above [dNL15]. above-journal [dNL15]. Abramo [GTD16, Zit16]. abrupt [BSdA+21]. absolute [Vin12]. absorptive [CMN08]. abstracts [LPM16, SD22, BMS+09]. academia [HG14, YPL+22]. Academic [BPI22, Ort14, RL18, ADR16, ADS16, CtrSY21, Cso21, DFHCT21, DFG15, DFFBR16, DGV18b, FC10, FM11b, Hag15, HZW19, HWL22, HHC14, wH16, KT18, LYYY09, LHWS18, Luo21, Ma12, MMOMLC18, MD19a, MKM+22, Ort15, RA15, RDF+18, SCBB11, SZZ22, Szi21, TV21, VZMFA16, WG10a, WHL17, WZ21b, WLLL18, WOLD22, YVW+13, ZXS21, ZW21, ZZL+21, ZZ21b, ZY17, KTA18, KT18, The17b, The18c]. academic-network [ZXS21]. academics [Yur17a]. Academy [XIYeG18].
axiomatic [BM11b, BM14, BM16, HM21a, HCS19, Woe08a]. Axiomatics [Que11]. axiomatisation [Rou08]. axiomatization [Kon14]. axiomatizations [AK15]. Axiomatizing [Mir13].

back [WWML14]. backbone [TSRFAM19]. background [WOLD22].
beginning [BI08]. behavior [ADD19b, ADG21, LCL+22, LLH+21, MKCM07, RBV07, Sch14a, WG10b, vEW09]. behaviors [ADM13a].
benefits [AD18, BFS11, Bor14a]. Benford [TV21]. BERT [XZDS21].
besides [BSMD12]. Besselaar [But17, Glai17, Lin18c, Mar17]. Best [The16d, BL12, BM15, SB13]. better [Por13a, BRN19, CMM08, MdMALI11, WvEW13, YSJ21, ZZ18]. between [ACD12a, AD15d, AAD21b, ADD21b, AL08, AW14, AZS+14, Ant22, BSK10, BAGADFI15, BMHD11, BADFT11, BSA21, Bur13b, CCH12, Che17, CZG16, DGDGSPSV14, DGV19b, Egg13a, Fin13, Fra10a, GPNA13, Glai17, GSV+21, Hag15, HHD+21, wH16, JZY+18, KK21, LW09, LY19, LCL+22, MEG+16, OA10, Ort15, PRWvE16, PSZZ12, RL18, RP08, RY12b, Rou16, RGRE17, SLL+12, SYW18, SVTdFC11, TF15b, TSVBAM22, WWW10, WZ21a, WY21, YSJ21, ZH18, ZSS21, ZBK+21, dMAGBLI18]. between-field

[Hag13, Hag14b].
null
Communication [HMU13, WCG21, YXX18, ZZ21b]. Communities [LP09, CW18, HRL12, RP08, YDMS12]. Community [CR10, Din11a, KL12, CB19, DKK+17, GNBVQ+14, Let16, LDS+12, MMOMLC18, SG12, WWML14, ZZ21b]. Community-guided [KLI21].


critical [BW17a, BW17b, BW22, Pet17]. Critical

BGM17b, BM18, FM17a, FM17b, Sma09, CPM+07, Wil16]. critique


cross-domain [CM14]. Cross-field [KHC13, SDL16]. Crown

LO11, GL11, Lun07, Moe10a, Smo16, WvEvL+11, vRvLV+10].
crown-citation [Lun07]. CSIC [OLRF11, Ort15]. CSNCR [BH16a].
cubes [CM14]. cue [CSH18]. cues [CBT21]. cultural [HPZ21]. culture [KB21].
cumulative [FHH09, LY14]. Current [PW19, GLW+21]. curve

BSK10, BBL19, GP12, Sar08]. curves [Egg10b, LBB17, SGDSP10]. CV

PSI+17]. CWTS [FHH17, LO11, Moe10a, OL10]. cycle

LLGM21, LHWS18, Ort18].

data-based [FLB22]. database [ABS21, ED15, FMM16a, GP11, KP13, Ma12, Mal10, PSI+17, WHL17, YDS+15]. databases

BILL07, DS21, FZDW15, FMM14, SSAGB11, SZ10, VZMFAB16, YDWC08].

DataCite [RGMJC17]. dataset [HWZW22, KJKS22]. datasets

PC10, ZWBA21]. date [BLW14]. DEA

KE17, YAY+17, ACD11b, CrR1Y21, XIYcG18, XIYcG21, YAY+16, YFYs18].

DEA-based [XIYcG21]. dead [The16e]. debate [Mar17, PT08]. decades

PVH21, XLG21]. decay [ADD21a, PPG+15]. decayed [KK13]. decision

Pet21]. decisions [BD07a, BD09, BD10a, BFM+18, VCG14, vdB15]. Decomposing

PL13, WYLL18]. Deep [ZF22, AA19, CXZ+22b, ZLL+18].
declared [Egg21]. Defining [HY21]. Definition [HLR17, HRC11a, Sar08].

Definitions [LR08]. Degree [ZRY11, ADD21b, LY12, ZY12]. delay

BS13, GLY21]. delayed [DLH+21, LL14, MYPD16]. delimit [SZ10, The17a].
delineating [MEVQR21]. demographics [WHL17]. density

BW11, GNZ+19, SGGMF18]. departments

BC16, BGT22, CA11, TF17b, To08]. depend [Csa21]. dependence

MR13, VG10a]. Dependency [YDCL13]. dependent

Ant18, HW14, Sch13d]. depth [ZZ21a]. derivation [Egg09, WvE09]. derive

Sch13c]. Deriving [AKML18]. Descendant [JS22]. Descendant-aware


Edition [BMS+09, BD09, BD10a]. editor [Pete21, Egg15, Wal15]. Editor-in-Chief [Egg15, Wal15]. Editorial [Ano08a, Ano15d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, BB11, BD09, BD10a, BFM+18, ZSS21, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano18a,
Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d.

editorship [WLLL18, XWZL21]. educated [Yur17a].

Education [BGR21, LTH18, ACD12a, LBSA13, MMC21, SLL+12, VL16, WOLD22],

educational [AZS+14]. Effect

[BD07b, AS17, AAH11, ADG21, AOdFC12, BSS22, BW13, BAL18, BFM+18, CA11, Cop19, Fra09, HCZ21, Mag12, ZYCK12, vdBHS17b].

effectiveness [DK22, ADR16].

effects [BD07b, AS17, AAH11, ADG21, AOdFC12, BSS22, BW13, BAL18, BFM+18, CA11, Cop19, Fra09, HCZ21, Mag12, ZYCK12, vdBHS17b].

efficiency [BH16b, DBS15, M+14, PMAT13, GAW21, GTD16, LS14, OG13, XYG18, MBD17].

efficient [RNB18b].

effort [LA15, AL08].

egghe [Bur08, Pet18, AK15, Que11, Rou14a, Rou14b, Wve09, Woe08a].

eo [Sir12].

eığgs [Br08, Pet18, AK15, Que11, Rou14a, Rou14b, Wve09, Woe08a].

ego [Ort14, LRH+21, RZ15].

ego-centric [LRH+21].

E-health

element [WB18a].

elephant [WveVW16].

e garage [WveVW16].

eleast [Yur17a].

eiglo [LW17].

Elsevier

[Pet18, Ley13b].

Elsevier/Chandos [Pet18].

embedding [AS21, CYY22, M21, XZS21, ZLL+18].

embedding-based [XZS21]. embeddings [XZDS21].

emerge [LEW22].

Emerging

[GW17, JS22, Sma09].

Empirical

[AORC11a, AORC12a, BH22, Brz14, FMM16a, LY14, WLH11, And17, AS21, BGLS22, BW13, BLW13, BW17a, BL17, BH18, BHA19, BHM21, BW22, CG10, CFvL19, Eom08, Fin14, FM11a, GG19, GFGALG21, HSMB18, HW14, KB21, KdBO15a, LAT07, LG11, RL18, SZZ22, Wal12, WvE13, WCG21, WLLL18, ZLL+21].

endavor [ZXS+22]. endorsement [Dimb].

Energetics

[Pra13b].

energy [BMML21, HYS21].

engagement [DMS18].

Engineering

[CRS14, CRS15, LK17].

English

[Cha22, LQJ21].

enhance [BMD10]. enhancing [Tu21].

entire [PS13].

entities [ALX+21, DGV18b, PYWH15, W21b, YZ15].

eXity [JXS21].

Entropy

[AL08, LLGM21].

environment [GAW21, LL15].

environmental [Van13].

enzymes [HR18].

epidemic [KBCR10].

epistemic [HRL12].

epistemological [Gla17].

eponymy [VZMFAB19].

Equal

[Kar14].

equality [Yur16].

equalizing [Hag14a, Hag14b].

equation [LYY09].

equivalent

[CSPH18, Kar14].

Era

[Van12a].

eras [NLK+21].

Erratum

[Lin18a].

errors [BD07a, BD09, FMM16a, FMM16b, MCD16].

errors/horrors [FMM16b, MCD16].

ESI's [HTX+18].

esential [ZYCK12].

estimate [DS21].

Estimating [CJW14, KSS16, WBL12, GG19, Mag12].

Estimation

[SYK22, Br08, CJF+15, EP07, IPS21].

ethics [OOB10].

EU [RNB18b].

Euclidean

[And17].

Eugene

[DKK+17, Sma17].

Europe

[APF09, Cso21].

European

[AMKA21, BSW17, BHCH17, BSS21, DSB15, DK22, LTH18, LWB14, SLL+12].

Europeans [RNB18b].

evaluate [DGV18b, GAW21, HS11, PRCRVQ*09, WZ21b].

Evaluating
[RGSM+19]. facets [MKM+22, XZS21]. facilitate [DHLW17]. factor [ACD12b, AD15d, ADF19, BW17a, BW17b, Bor19, BW22, BRN19, Brz14, Bur13b, CJW14, DGDG13, DGDGSPSV14, Egg09, Egg13a, GLY21, HY08, HHC14, MKCM07, MD12, PHANPP13, Pet17, RXL15, San13a, SPT12, SMP12, SW14, WvE08, WvE09, WWW10, Fin13, TSVBAM22, Zit10].

Factors [BM11b, SLL+12, TT22, Van13, BSMD12, BL15, Cam15, DT13, Fra10b, HPZ21, JZY+18, MD12, Rou16, SSAGB11, TF15a, VTPF15, XWK+21, XZS21, Ant18, SYW18].}


Germany [BAL18], ghost [Smo21a], giant [Sma09], giants [ADX+17, ZZN19]. Gini [LWB19b], GIS [TWH08], glass [BH16b]. Global [TWH08, YXX+17, CT16, GHP21, HHAL17, HRL12, LR12, LHTW15, PCPG17, SL12, WPZ+13, ZZ21b, RW10]. Globalisation [WTeE11].

Globalised [DGV19a]. Globalization [HDC12, TSAH22]. gold [ED15].

golden [NLK+21]. good [VCG14]. Goodreads [WLH19]. Google [AN18, BMS+09, CXMR07, HMBI17, KT19, MMOMHLC17, MMCvLLC18, MMOMTLC18, MBIH16, MT10, OA13]. Government [KP21, DFFBR16, LL15, Még14, Még18, ZSP+22].
gained [HHAL17]. gram [Khr09]. Grand [LW17]. Granger [HDD+21].
Granger-causality [HDD+21]. Grant [BGS21, BMD07, BMD08b, DK21, HPNM22, MJB11, vdB15, vdBM22].
grantee [KK21]. grants [DK22, LY19, TA22, vdB15]. Granularity [SA18].
Graph [QCVQdMA10, CB19, MA21, TD21, XOL16, ZY16]. Graph-based [QCVQdMA10]. graphene [NLK+21, YHS18].
Graphs [CFK21, Egg10b, GNZ+19, Jar07b, RDF+18, ZY16]. Great [SVKM21, WHLT18].
greater [CPM+07]. greedy [PCCN21].
granted [KK21]. grants [DK22, LY19, TA22, vdB15].
Grants [DK22, LY19, TA22, vdB15]. Granularity [SA18].
Graph [QCVQdMA10, CB19, MA21, TD21, XOL16, ZY16]. Graph-based [QCVQdMA10]. graphene [NLK+21, YHS18].
Graphs [CFK21, Egg10b, GNZ+19, Jar07b, RDF+18, ZY16]. Great [SVKM21, WHLT18].
greater [CPM+07]. greedy [PCCN21].

Graphs [CFK21, Egg10b, GNZ+19, Jar07b, RDF+18, ZY16]. Great [SVKM21, WHLT18].
greater [CPM+07]. greedy [PCCN21].

Graphs [CFK21, Egg10b, GNZ+19, Jar07b, RDF+18, ZY16]. Great [SVKM21, WHLT18].
greater [CPM+07]. greedy [PCCN21].

Guides [Pet18]. guided [KLI21].
Guns [Pet18].

Heterogeneity [HLR17]. heterogeneous [AS21, JLYM16, WWY21, XIYeG21, KKK21].
heuristics [BGT22]. Hidden [BFM+18, RS16, Sr12]. Hierarchical [DKK+17, QLS21]. hierarchy [Hag13, Hag14b]. High [AORC11a, AORC12a, AORC11b, AORC12b, GÁCC17, TBM+19]. High-impact [AORC11b, AORC12b, GÁCC17].
Higher [LTH18, ACD12a, ÁBB21, LBSA13, MMCR21, SLL+12, The18b, VL16, Wal14, BGR21]. higher-impact [Wal14]. highest [DT13].
highly [ADC14, AD15c, BL12, CQAL21, Cho21, HTX+18, HTLC21, MMOMHLC17, PD21, Ron12, Ron13, Sch13c, Sma18, SZ10, TF15a, WYX+12]. highly-cited [AD15c, Cho21, HTLC21, MMOMHLC17]. highly-cited-publications [Sch13c]. hiring [ZY17, ZZN19]. Hirsch [Bur07a, Bur07b, CAHVH10].
Egg13b, FCAD21, FM10b, GS10, Kon14, Kos09, Kos10a, Kos10b, Mir13, Que09, Que11, Rou07, Sch10c, SMP12, Sch13d, Sch15, SG07, Viu16, Vin13b. **Hirsch-index** [Egg13b, Vin13b]. **Hirsch-type** [GS10, Kos09, Kos10a, Kos10b, SG07, Viu16]. **HistCite** [BM12, Gar09]. **HIV** [RYY10, XLG21]. **hoc** [ZY21]. **holes** [HYS21]. **homophily** [KR21]. **hooked** [The16d, The16a, The16b]. **horrors** [FMM16b, MCD16]. **Horse** [DCM21]. **historical** [LB21]. **histories** [CF16]. **history** [Gar09]. **HIV** [RYY10, XLG21]. **hoc** [ZY21]. **holes** [HYS21]. **homophily** [KR21]. **hooked** [The16d, The16a, The16b]. **horrors** [FMM16b, MCD16]. **Horse** [DCM21]. **historical** [LB21]. **histories** [CF16]. **history** [Gar09]. **I3** [Ley12, RY12b]. **iable** [AAB+21]. **idea** [Kos11]. **ideal** [Bor10, BM11a]. **idealist** [Sma17]. **identifiable** [HL19]. **Identification** [HTLC21, MMZ16, SA18, BSdMAM16, Jar07b, MN15]. **identifiers** [GMFGVZ16]. **identify** [CXZ+22a, LLGM21, MMOMHLC17, MA21, WZ21b]. **Identifying** [AAH11, CHHL11, HYS21, LBK+21, Per10c, STP17, Tol13a, YZ15, YBL+22, ZWZZ21, Cho21, FCAD21, Hic17, HY21]. **identities** [YXXW19]. **IDR** [WRB+11]. **IEEE** [FM14]. **IFC** [Ano07d, Ano08d]. **ignoring** [KCH21b]. **II** [BD07a, BD09, KdBOK15b]. **illegal** [HL19]. **illuminating** [CHHL11]. **image** [JPL22]. **imaginairum** [Sch16]. **imbalance** [AS21, AF17b]. **iMetrics** [LBMM14]. **Impact** [BGGB13, BM11b, DGDG13, Egg14, Fin13, HPZ21, KTR10, PPFB19, Rou14a, TSVIAM22, dIP11, AJ13, ACD11a, ACD13a, AD15d, Abr18, ADF19, ADD21d, AAK+21, AORC11a, AORC11b, AORC12a, AORC12b, AHRCV17, ÁBB21, Ant22, BRA19, BP11, BW13, Bor13b, BLW13, Bor14a, BLW14, Bor14c, BM15, BH16a, BH16c, BW17a, BL17, BW17b, BHA19, Bor19, BW22, BRN19, Brz14, Bur13b, BvR11, CAHVH10, Cam15, CCL16, CM14, CG10, CJW14, CA11, CH15, CPM+07, CZFD21, DG21, DN17, DT13, Don18, DGDGSPSV14, DS21, DVG16, DGV19b, Egg09, Egg13a, Egg21, ER22, EI10, FT15a, FT15b, FT17, FC10, Gag11, Gag13, GLW+21, GTD16, GAB11, GÁCC17, GYZ17, GLY21, HY08, HB16, HH14, JWL17, JZ21, KRM13, KFM+15, Ke18, KP21, KTA18, KT18, KCH21b, LBK+21]. **impact** [LBB17, Ley12, LY18, LCY19, LCL+22, LLdMAM08, LBD+19, LHC14, MAS14, MKCM07, Moe10a, Moe10b, MKM+22, MD12, Nie17, NFI13, Ort14, Ort18, Ort21b, PYWH15, PHANP13, Pet17, PS13, R WB17, R0L12, R XL15, Rou16, RCW15, San13a, SPT12, SW14, SD11, SB11, SX2AC22, SSAGB11, SLW15, TFW15a, TS16, The18b, Tsa14, UK16, VG10b, Vin12, Wal14, Wall17a, WvE08, WvE09, WvE13, WvEVLV13, WvE15, Wall16b, WWW10, WLH19, WZ21a, Woe08b, WLLL18, XZS21, XZKS22, XOMW21, YZYW21, ZXS21, ZHS+22, ZZ12, ZZ21c, Zit10, dMAGBLIM18, Ant18, SYW18]. **impacting** [XLC21]. **Impacts** [ZZ21c, KT19, LY17]. **Implementation** [ABS21]. **Implications** [Sku09, DLGC13, DCG+19, KH1C8, PW19, Van12a]. **importance** [ADR13, Lin18a, Lin18b, Sch13a]. **important**
[ACD12b, ES15, PYCH19]. **importing** [BO12]. **improve** [BLW14, Sch14b]. **improved** [ALX+21, YHS18]. **improvements** [BL12]. **Improving** [CLR+17, SRP15, WZ21a, BNbH17, PMAT13]. **In-code** [Als21]. **in-group** [RL18]. **in-press** [KTA18]. **in-text** [ByECW18, PWY21]. **Inbreeding** [BP12]. **InCites** [BL13]. **Including** [BK14, ADD21b, BLW13]. **inclusion** [TMK16]. **inconsistency** [BN21]. **increase** [Vin13b]. **Increasing** [HYC15, Vin13b]. **increment** [Rou14b]. **increments** [Egg13b]. **Independent** [FH13, AD16b, AD16c, Gg09, GgSg10, GtD16, Kos09, PPFKb19, Wall6c, Wu13, XycG21, Zit16]. **Index** [ACHVH09, CH14, Fh13, NMNjm13, AK15, AofC12, And17, BbMpm12, BBl15, Bgs19, Bd07a, Bd10b, BMD010, BMHD11, BM12, Bor13a, BgT22, badft11, BN21, Bur07a, Bur07b, Bur13a, CMM13, CB07, Don17, Egg08a, Egg13b, Egg14, FCAD21, Fgmm12, Fgmm13, GM12, GLW+21, GP12, GS10, GR09, Kak16, KP13, Kon14, Kos09, Kos10b, Kos12b, KHC11b, KHC13, Lat21, LR08, LF12, LY14, Mal16, MR13, MRBl17, Mir13, MT10, NT12, Ng17, NO10, Ono16, PSzz12, Per17b, PS13, Pra13a, Pra13c, Que09, Que11, RFMC17, Ron07, Ron08, Ryy10, RY12b, RY12a, Ron14a, Sch08, Sch10a, Sch10b, Sch10c, SMp12, Sch13c, Sch13e, Sch13d, Sch15, Tol08, Vnr08, Vin13b, Vin14, Woe08a, Wlh11, Wu13, WYLL18, WLL18, YF13, Yr08, Yz18, Yzck12, BMS+09, Bor14b, CAHVH10, DG21]. **Indexed** [Ebg11, PW19, SyW18, Sk14, TsrSrg+13, Whw+14]. **Indexed** [Tdk21, MdMagbli21b, MdMagbli21a]. **indexes** [CGD+21, S120]. **India** [Tbm+19]. **indicate** [Che17]. **indications** [BMD08a]. **Indicator** [Lo11, Acd12a, AD15a, ADs16, BS17, BD10b, BH16a, BH18, Bgt22, GpGbm10, GBmA12, HDb22, Hhc14, Jz21, Ley12, Ley13b, Min14, Moe10a, Sk21, Sch13c, Sch14a, Smo16, Sol07, Ts16, The17c, Vgi10b, Vin12, WvEvL+11, WvEvLv13, XzS21, Zz12, BdMal12, Tsvbam22, Ktr10]. **Indicator-JCI** [Tsvbam22]. **Indicators** [LR11, LB21, AD16b, AD16c, AAK+21, Azs+14, Asg12, Afp09, BL13, BM18, Bhm18, Bhm19, BT21, BTzy21, CCC+18, Cmcmm21, CB07, Cso21, Dlm+17, Eg18, El10, FT15b, FM11b, Gau17, Gli10, Gtd16, Hsb16, Hrc12, HTx+18, Hcc21, Lw09, Lin18c, LF21, Még14, Még18, Ort15, Ort21b, Prcrvq+09, RC12a, RY12a, RCW15, RC16, SMp12, SW12, Srr12, SM18, SKm22, The16c, TF17a, Vcg14, Vi16, Wve13, Wve15, Wall6b, Wall6c, Wzz12a, Wul16, Wu13, Zit16]. **indices** [Abs21, Bi10, BM14, CGszs22, Egg08a, Egg08b, Egg10b, Egg10a, Egg11, ER19a, Er19b, Er21, Gag09, Gpna13, Hrc11b, KS16, Kos13b, LB21, SG07, Smo21b, Woe08b, Woe14, vEw08, vEw09]. **indirect** [Jz21]. **Individual** [AcD13b, RCC18, AD13, Bgt22, Bpu+14, Cso21, DFCGB15, DW22, Fm11a, Lin18a, Lin18b, Lin18c, Mar16, Prcrvq+09, Rzlc21, San11a, San13b, San13a, San14, TW14a, TF15a]. **industrial** [Han07]. **industry** [Fzw15, Még14, Még18]. **inefficiency** [YfyS18]. **inequality** [Dw21, Hag15, Tbm+19, Wyl18, Zy17]. **infection** [Ryy10]. **infer** [Nan16]. **inference** [BbMpm12, Hdd+21, Sch16, SKm22, Wall6a, Wall6d].
Interpretation [SKM22]. Interpreting [CMCMM22, PSA21].

KCI [KP13]. Kernel [ZLL+18]. Key [Ron18]. Keyword
[BSHK21, HTLC21, LLH+21, YHWZ16, YBL+22]. Keywords
[CX16, HLB+19, HLB+21, KM22, LLH+21, UK16]. Kilometres [WTvE11].
King [GL11]. Know [vL18]. Knowledge
[ADD21a, CFK21, LHDH21, XLLZ14, ADC19, ADD21c, BMML21, BL21,
BNbH17, CCC+18, Che17, CY22, DHLW17, DLGT19, DLH+21, GLW+21,
GYZ17, GHvLB+14, Han07, HWL22, HR18, LP09, LJM13, LRG13, LAL09,
MLCL21, MS09, SL+14, PPPF18, PY18, SCBB11, Sku09, SHD15, TD21,
Tu21, WZ18, WML+21, WYH17, YL22, YBL+22, YLZ18]. Kolmogorov

1 [KE17, YAY+17]. Laboratory [MCKM08]. Landmark [CCL18]. Langmuir-type
[San14]. Language [LQLJ14, LQLJ15, MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a, SL15, WZ21b, YXX18].

Large [WW16, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, KJKS22, KR21, LYZ+17,
LCL+22, MMCvLLC18, PSI+17, RA15, The16c, VMWM17, ZH18, ZLR16].
Large-scale [WW16, BW17a, BL17, BW22, BK14, BvECW18, KJKS22,
KR21, LCL+22, MMCvLLC18, RA15, ZH18, ZLR16]. Lariviere [vL18]. last
[LT13]. Latent [BMD08b, BMDO8a, TD10]. Law
[AL17, CCC+18, Per10b, The16d, The16a, The16b, TV21, YR08]. Laws
[BGLS22]. Layer [ZWM+21, ZY21]. Layered
[LRG13, RLY12]. Layers
[LWB14]. LDA [XZDS21]. Leadership [SC21, MAS14]. Learning
[LJJ21, AA19, CXZ+22b, ETGS21, Khr09, MA21, PYWH15, Rel21, TA22,
Xie21b, XHA+21, ZLL+18, ZF22]. Least [AL08]. Leave [ADD19b]. LED
[CHHL11]. Leiden [FHH17, OL10, PRRC15]. Leimkuhler
[BSK10, Sar08, SGDSP10]. Length [ACD11a]. Leo [Pet18, Rou14a]. Less
[RNB18b]. Level [ACD11a, ADS11, ADM13a, ADR13, ADS17, ADD21a,
AD21, ADD21b, BMML21, BSbMAM14, BPU+14, BSA21, CY22, CB07,
Csa21, DGV19a, Jar07b, KE17, LW09, LO10, Lin18a, Lin18b, Lin18c,
LCL+22, MMOMLC18, PRRC17, PPFBK19, SJZ+19, SA18, TLV+21, Wil16,
YG14, YZ18, YAY+16, YAY+17, ZZ21a, dNL15]. Levels [LG11]. Leydesdorff
[Bor10, Rou19, vRVLY+10]. Libraries [Als21, MGLF09]. Library
[XWZL21, BB11, BI10, LSW+10, LZR15, PTC19, PB16, ZY17, AYL14,
GAB11, SDAJ17, TSM09]. Life [ADR13, BSK10, LLGM21, LHWS18, Ort18].
Lifecycle [LL14]. Lifting [Lum07]. Like [AD16b, AD16c, CGD+21, GTD16].
Limit [Ant18, Gag09]. Limitations [CB07, RGMJC17]. Limiting [vEW09].
Limits [BLM13]. Lindahl [vdBS18]. Line [LBZ16]. Linear
[AF15, Cho21, Per17a]. Linearity [LCL+22]. Linguistic
[AH22, LBD+19]. Link [Abb16, BSHK21, KL21, RL18, TB18b, YDS+15].
Linkage [BL21, Che17, HYC15, Ke21a, SWHC15]. Linkages
[DLGT19, DLH+21]. Linked [XWY+21, XYP+22]. Links
[CHHL11, GW17, KHC18, Per10c, SLL+12]. List
[Ano10e, Ano11e, Ano12e, Ano13e, Ano14e, Ano15e, ADZ18]. Listed [Cam14].
lists [Kos12d]. Literature
[CFK21, HMB17, ADD21c, Chi16, CPM+07, HKA+09, KCK21, LYC21, LZH+22, LW10, McC10, NPS13, NO07, PD21, PB16, TB18a, VZMFAB19, WRB+11, Wal16b, XLLZ14, XMM14, YAL21, ZTG11]. Literature-based
[CFK21]. literatures [McC10]. live [WHLT18]. lme4 [LCY19]. local
[RWL12, WXML21, YXX+17]. located [HCL13]. locations
[HCL13, YXXW19]. log [Per10b]. log-normal [Per10b]. logistic
[BSdMAM16]. Lognormal [SYW18, AF15, The16d, The16a, The16b, V^i18].
Long [RSRP19, WHLT18, ADF19, Glãó7, SAFR22, SLW15, WZ21a].
Long-term [RSRP19, ADF19, Glãó7, SAFR22, SLW15, WZ21a]. longer
[TN18]. longitudinal
[Abb16, LB16, Ort18, PD21, Pen15, PB16, SLB13, Tan13]. look
[Mag13, WWML14]. Lorenz [BBL19, Egg10b, LBB17, SGDSP10]. lost
[MRR13, AORC11a, AORC11b, AORC12a, AORC12b, KP13]. low-
[AORC11b, AORC12b]. Low-cost [MRR13]. low-impact
[AORC11a, AORC12a]. LS [XWZL21].

machine [ETGS21, KMS21, Khr09, MA21, Reh21, TA22, XHA+21]. Macro
[DLH+21, LW09]. Macro-level [LW09]. made [VCG14]. magnitude
[TF15b]. main [CXZ+22a, HLHC22, XLLZ14, YDS+15, YS21, YP21].
mainstream [LLH12]. Maisano [BCGM17a, AD17b]. major
[PTA07, SGGMF18]. make [BK14, LH21]. makes [HPNM22]. malaria
management [CtRlY21, KSJL15, Nie17, SCBB11]. Mantel [Sin09].
Manuscript [Pet21, BCGGS22]. manuscripts [CSdFCA17, Sch08, Sch10b].
many [MKM+22, RGS+19, SW12, The16b]. map [BSdMAM14, BK14].
Mapping [BLWSE11, CLR+17, GHP21, KB14, RBV07, SDAJ17, SDL16,
TSRSRG+13, TSRFAM19, AC09, AC17, BL12, CMN08, LW11, MCKM08,
PYCH18, VwEN10]. mappings [BNbH17]. maps
[BW11, HKK18, LR12, LBZ16, NPS13, SRP15]. marginal [BW13].
marketing [MT10]. Markov [BMD08b, DFHCT21]. Markov-switching
matched-pair [LLW21]. matchedness [LY19]. matching
[BHM21, FJW+15, dSSOH07]. material [RJDD08]. materials [Mag12].
Mathematical
[Egg09, Egg12a, RLG13, RLG14, BN21, Egg13b, San13b, KdBOK15a].
mathematicians [LYZ+17, Lin18a, Lin18b]. mathematics [WCG21].
matters [SJGBMA17, vdBS18]. Matthew
[BW14, Lia21, SG12, Tol13b, Wan14]. maturity [DGDG13]. maximum
[DGDG13, AL08]. may [BBL19, Ano22e]. McCall [Ley12]. MDNRS
[BH16c]. mean [BSK10, BBL19, BH16c, The16f, Vii17]. mean-based [Vii17].
meaning [RH13]. meaningful [BL14]. means [Egg13b, HSB16, ZLL+18].
MNCS [GTD16, LO11, AD16a, AD16b, AD16c]. MNRS [BH16c]. mobility
[GH21, HZW19, LH22, MKM+22, RGSM+19, YZ22, ZBK+21]. modality
[MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a]. mode [DN17]. model
[AOdFC12, BHCH17, Bur07a, CtRiY21, Cop19, ER22, FGMM13, HKS18,
HTLC21, JSSK14, JS14, JY21, KdBOK15a, LWWL14, MJB11, MD18,
OOb10, SG12, TF17b, VCG14, XOL16, Xie21b, Xie21a, XLYcG18, XYP+22,
YZ15, YFyS18, YR08, ZLYC21]. model-based [JS14, YZ15]. modeled
[BH16c]. mobility [GHP21, HZW19, LH22, MKM+22, RGSM+19, YZ22, ZBK+21].
modality [MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a]. mode [DN17]. model
[AOdFC12, BHCH17, Bur07a, CtRiY21, Cop19, ER22, FGMM13, HKS18,
HTLC21, JSSK14, JS14, JY21, KdBOK15a, LWWL14, MJB11, MD18,
OOb10, SG12, TF17b, VCG14, XOL16, Xie21b, Xie21a, XLYcG18, XYP+22,
YZ15, YFyS18, YR08, ZLYC21]. model-based [JS14, YZ15]. modeled
[NF12]. Modeling [SPT12, VGRB16, WL09, BMD08a, BMD08b, Bor19,
Brz14, CTGM15, LYYY09, MD19b, YAY+16, YAY+17]. Modelling [AF15, Még18, NV22, BP22, The16d, The16f, YDWC08]. models
[AF15, BS09, BSdMAM14, BD16, CGSZS22, Cho21, GAW21, Glä10, KE17,
KBCR10, LDS+12, MLDP21, OG13, WBL12, XHA+21, YAY+16, YAY+17].
Modesty [Kos12b]. Modesty-index [Kos12b]. modification [Sch08].
modifications [WvEvLV13]. modified [Sch10a, SR19]. modify [Sch10b].
Modifying [LF12]. MONO [DU21]. monodisciplinary [The16c].
Monotonicity [Que09]. mouth [Don18]. most
[ACD14, LWB14, MGC18, PD21]. most-frequently [LWB14]. mountain
[St12]. move [LH21]. movement [RGSM+19]. Mover [LH22]. Moving
[CMCM21, GHP21]. multi
[BSdMAM14, Bur08, EP07, KE17, Kos12d, KTA18, LJJ21, LWWL14, LF12,
Moe18, RRKH17, RS10b, Sch08, Sch10a, Sch10b, YAY+16, YAY+17, ZZ21a].
multi-author [Kos12d, RRKH17, Sch10a]. multi-authored
[LF12, Sch08, Sch10b]. multi-copy [Bur08, EP07]. multi-discipline
[KTA18]. multi-level [BSdMAM14, KE17, YAY+16, YAY+17, ZZ21a].
multi-paradigmatic [Moe18]. multi-parameter [LWWL14].
multi-relational [RS10b]. multi-resolution [LJJ21]. multidisciplinary
[BS21, HDT+13, LS14, The17b, The19a, ZZ18]. multilayer [KCK21].
multilevel [BS21, BMHD11, BSdMAM16, Bor19, MD19b]. multilingual
[XZDS21]. multiple [ASS22, BNH17, CXZ+22a, CH15, XHA+21, ZZ21c].
multiplex [KLI21, ZY21]. Multiplicative [PRRC15, HRC12]. Multiplicity
[ZSWD17]. multiply [HLSH17]. Multivariate [OLRF11, ADD21d].
Munich [BP11]. museum [FMM16b, MCD16]. MVPs [KHC13]. my
[Sch14b]. myopia [PPP18]. mystery [Cla16]. myth [HRL12].

name [BP11, FN10, MI13, SKK15, ZHS+22]. names [BK08, LT13, LF12].
nanobiopharmaceuticals [CG11]. Nanoscience [MÉVQR21].
nanotechnology [MÉVQR21, WGI0a, BSW17]. Narin [PML21]. National
[DK22, FT15b, Mar15, Mar16, TS16, ACD11b, AD14, ASG12, BAL18,
CG16, FT15a, HM12b, KK19, LBSA13, SV18, dMAGBLI18].
national-scale [ACD11b]. nationally [MdMAGBLI21b, MdMAGBLI21a].
nations [AD21, ADD22, AZS+14, HG14, PCPG17, TF17b]. natural
[BAL18, CA11, Wal14, WZ21b]. natural-sciences [BAL18]. nature
phenomenon [HR16, HCF21, SCBB11]. physical [CR10, CF16]. physicists
[LYZ+17]. Physics [KMS21, BT21, KM22, ST19, WHLT18]. piecewise
[Xie21a]. pilot [HW14, PC10]. Pinski [PML21]. pitfalls [HTX+18]. Plan
[KK21]. platform [CBT21]. platforms [MMMLC18]. plausible [The16a].
player [ES15], plentiful [KK12]. PLOS [Pet21], plots [AGD15, AGD16].
plotting [BGCL07], PlumX [Ort18]. Poincaré [SYK22]. point
[Bor14a, EGR18, EL10]. pointwise [Egg21]. Poisson
[MD18, MD19b, Xie21a]. Poland [KKK17]. Polar [ER21, SMO21b]. polarity
[YKKS16]. policies [HM12b, VL16]. policy
[HiC17, HYS21, RNB18, VS13, vBHS17a]. Polish [DK22, Koss15]. political
[FCAD21]. popularity [Frt10a, HTLC21, XWK+21, Yan14, ZLYC21].
population [JSSK14, Sch16]. portfolio [KB17, ZSH+16]. portfolios
[RGR17]. Position [Vin14, BAGADF15, CT16, RA15]. Positioning
[KKHC11a]. Positions [KLC21, Cam14, KMS+19]. Positive
[wH16, Rou16, Ley17b]. positively [CySIY18]. possible [Vin13b]. Post
[WS21, HMB12, LWCH22]. Post-publication [WS21]. post-retraction
Potential [GLW+21, JPL22, ACD12a, BMD08a, DGDGSPSV14, TB18b].
Power
[BGLS22, CCC+18, CBT21, Meg14, Sch13d, The16d, The16a, The16b, YR08].
pp [BCGM17b, RLG14]. practical
[BW13, CLHH,H11, HHC14, The16e, The17e]. practices
[Als21, FN10, KK21, PW19]. pragmatic [LBZ16]. pragmatism [SIV16].
Praise [Ley17a]. Prathap [RYY10], pre [KD15, RW10]. pre-conference
[RW10]. pre-processing [KD15]. precise [FT15a]. precision [The16f].
Predatory [Dem18]. predict [BD10a, TN18, ZF22]. Predicting
[ADF19, AA19, AAK+21, BZL19, dABJGM21, BSHK21, Lin18a, Lin18b,
Lin18c, NLC17, RLZC21, SLW15, Xie12b, Xie12a, YG14, ZW21, ZLKC21,
DLH+21, TA22, VCG14, WY+12]. Prediction
[CFK21, BSHK21, BLW14, FT17, JS22, KLJ21, KKK21, PY18]. predictions
[BW13]. predictive [Sch13d, vBD15]. predictor [GH21]. predominance
[VZMFAB19]. predominant [HCC12]. preference [Ser10, YP21].
preferences [ZZ12b]. preferential [AH12, IPS21, PEN15, WFC14].
preferred [BLW13]. preliminary [BNbH17, LLH+21, RLY12]. Preposition
[AKML18]. Preposition-based [AKML18]. preprint [ASS22].
preprint-publication [ASS22]. Preprints [WCG21, XOMW21]. presence
[SB13]. Press [vL18, BHM19, KTA18], prestige
[Frt10a, GPGBMA10, GBMa12]. PrestigeRank [SPZ+11]. prestigious
[AH22]. prevalence [Ort12b, ZZ18]. previous [BL12]. primary [HAG14b].
Principle [AL08]. priorities [CLR+17, RS16, VS13]. prioritize
[NMNJ13]. private [ADD1d, BRA19]. prize [ZWZZ21, LHDH21, SAN15].
prize-winning [ZWZZ21, LHDH21]. probabilistic [SPT12]. probe
[zChHY13]. Probing [WF21]. problem
[Bor13b, ER19b, WVEEV16, WXZY21]. Problems
[^CGM15, Min14, LO11, MD12]. procedures
[^LRC13, LRCRC13, Mar16, RC14]. Proceeding [ZG12]. proceedings
[^GAB11]. process
[^DCM21, JWL17, LA15, TB18a, VL16, WYLW21, YBL+22]. process-based
[^JWL17]. processes [Egg07a]. processing [BO12, KD15, WZ21b]. produce
[^DT13, SAB+16]. producer [CGM15]. production
[^Egg07a, GACC17, OG13, Ron16, TF17b, TWH08]. productive
[^ACD14]. Productivity [GTD16, ACD12e, ACD12d, AD15b, ADS17, ADM17, BBS21, KYC12, KSS16, Lzt21, LzH+22, LH22, PS13, Rcc14, RC16, TA22, WvEVW16, Xie21a, XZKS22, YXXW19]. professors
[^AAD21a, HZW19]. profile [CH14, Ckky21, MMOMLC18, PS13]. profiles
[^BDR14, BsdA+21, OA13]. profit [Bor19]. program
[^DFFBR16, FHH09, TMLB16]. progress [BGR21, Ley13a, Mag12].
progressive [San11b]. project [Szz22]. projects
[^CGFÎ’19, LWWZ22, MLDP21, MCKM08, MBd17]. Proknow [GSV+21].
Proknow-C [GSV+21]. prominence [KB17]. promote [YLz18].
promotion [CCSM21]. Proot [Bur08]. Propensity [Lh21, BHM21].
proper [vEw09]. properties
[^Ono16, Bor19, DT13, Gag09, RLG13, RLG14]. Proposal
[^DLM+17, HSB16, Ort21b, ACD13b, BM13a, EBG11, HY08, Ron19]. Proposals
[^BGS21, Blv10, HpnM22]. proposed [LY19, WvE08].
prospective [Ckky21]. Providing [Cam15]. Proximal [Wz18].
proximity [ADD21a, ADD21c, BP11, KJS16, SRP15]. proximity-based [KJS16]. proxy [CGSzs22]. pseudo [Cop19]. pseudo-spatial [Cop19].
pseudoscience [Spa10]. psychiatric [SX21]. psychology [BggB13].
Public [Bra19, PC10, Cc08, DMS18, HLb+19, HLb+21, VL16, ZSP+22].
Public-private [Bra19]. Publication [Ch15, Ei10, GLy21, Kk19, LBMm14, RA15, SYK22, Van12a, AD15d, ADF19, AW14, ALW11, AS22, dABJGmc21, Bsw17, Bra19, Bor13b, Blw14, Bue21, CX16, Cso18, Czfd21, Don18, FM10a, Gau17, Hag14a, HM21b, Kk21, LR07, LR10, Lin18a, Lin18b, Mal16, Moe10a, MdMAGBL21b, MdMAGBL21a, NZZ+16, PRRC17, Ron12, Ron13, RGRe17, SKLR16, SK21, San11a, Sch15, SA18, Smo21a, The16e, TMLB16, VW16, WS21, WW15, Xie21a, YVW+13, Yur17b]. publication-citation [LR07]. publication-level [PRRC17, SA18].
publication-reference [LR10]. publications
[^AD17a, AD17c, ADD21b, BSMD12, BO19, BH22, BvR11, Ck22, DW21, HDY12, HR16, HHC14, KHC13, LWB14, LY19, Lin18a, Lin18b, LY14, LHTW15, MMCvLLC18, MSY21, MCKM08, NLK+21, PYCh19, PRRC15, RWB17, Ros07, Sch10a, Sch13c, SA18, SLW15, TB18a, TF17b, Vin13b, WvEW13, Web17, WG10b, XOMW21, YZ15, ZH18, ZG12, ZSS21, ZLYC21].
publicly [SHD15]. publish [CGFI+19, KKK21]. published
[^BMS+09, BdMA11, Bor19, Fra09, KCH21b, Mmcr21, PSI+17, San13a, Sta21, TSM09, XZS21]. Publisher [Ano17e]. publishers
[^FMM14, WWW10, WHH21]. publishes [Dem18]. Publishing

Qualification [Mar15, Mar16]. Qualitative [Egg08a, CAHVH10]. Quality [CySiy18, KFM+15, AW14, AAB+21, BSMD12, BL15, DMS18, FC10, GM12, Hsaa16, wH16, MK17, Meh19, Mir13, FS15, VR607, vV19]. quantification [Hag13]. quantify [Pcrvq09, RRK17]. Quantifying [Czfd21, Ly12, Mcl21, Rs15, RWB17, Sdar13, VMWM17, Ccl16, CLHHVH11, WvEvW16]. quantile [BGCL07, Gg19, NV22]. Quantitative [CAHVH10, Lrcrc13, Mar15, Bdr14, Egg08a, Fzdw15, Ogy13, RGRE15, RGRE16].

Quantity [Mir13, VBS18, CySiy18, KFM+15]. query [Zy16].

question [Adg16]. questionable [YPL+22]. questions [LLHW22].

quicksand [Gla17]. quotient [MD18]. quotients [Smo19].

R [vL18, Ac17, LyF17, Ly18]. R&D [KP21, LL15, Rsrp19, XiyC18].


Rank [Er22, Vin14, Bbl19, Blm13, BSdMAM14, BrN18, DFCGB15, LF12, MKCM07, Ps13, Rnb18a, Sch14a, Sch14c, Vin13a, Gnbvoq+14]. rank-citation [Ps13]. Rank-frequency [Er22]. rank-order [MKCM07]. ranked [Tsa14]. Ranking [AD15c, AsG12, BM16, GzRmlSc18, KHC11b, LSW+10, Mtb10, SW12, Sap18, Szi21, Van08, ZWG+19, dIvV18, BC16, Csa21, Dvg16, Dgv18a, Dgv19a, Fcad21, Gp12, Kpb09, Lw17, Mas14, Ncj15, Sklr16, Ser10, Sd11, SB13, VMWM17, Van11, Van12a, Van12b, Xmm14, XlM21, Zwz22, Zy17, Bue21, Fhh17, Hcs19, PrRc15]. Rankings [Bl10, BeCr12, Acd12e, Acd12d, Ad15a, AdG16, BM10, BM11b, BM14, Bue21, But11, Dgv18b, Fszb15, Lhc13, PaJ15, Rxl15, SK21, SW14, Tsa14, Bgr21]. ranks [Ad16a, Hzw19]. Rao [Lwb19b]. rare [Bk08]. Rasch [Md18]. rate [Fc17, KP13, Lin18a, Lin18b, Ra15]. rated [Ed15]. rates [Slb13, Slnc13, Van13]. rating [Lw17]. ratings [Wall17a].


Reddit [SX21]. reduce [CCC+18]. reduction [HCC12]. REF [BHA19]. refer [DCG+19]. referees [RBV07]. Reference [SGGMF18, ADZ18, BM13a, BL14, EGR18, Kos12a, KSJL15, LR10, PSG+21, TMLB16, CH15, NF08]. Referenced [LBMM14], references [BH16a, BTZY21, Cam15, DLGC13, HLSH17, LAL09, Ron18, Sta21, SWHC15, TB18b, TMLB16, ZLW21]. referencing [ASS22, LCL+22]. refined [SZR+19]. refinement [Rou14b], reflected [Luo21, TB18b]. Reflections [RY12a], reflects [BM15], regarding [AD17b, BCGM17a, ZZ21b]. regionalization [GHP21]. regions [BW11, BL12]. Regression [TW14b, AAH11, AF15, BD16, BsdMAM16, CRS14, GG19, MD19b, Per17a, The16d, YKKS16]. regular [ZG12]. Regularity [FM11a, HW14], reinforcements [MF21], rejected [BMS+09, BLV10]. Rejoinder [AD16c, LQLJ15, BW17b, FM17b, Lin18c], rel [AAB+21], related [ABB21, BH22, CCC+18, KB21, LZH+22, RY12a, TMK16, Wal14, ZTG11]. relatedness [SRP15, VY10]. relation [ADD21b, AL08, BS10, Bur13b, CXZ+22b, CB07, Egg13a, HHAA16, JXYS21, Ron08, SY12b, SYW18]. relational [Mal10, RS10b, YDWC08]. relations [ALX+21, HSMB18, LW09, LBZ16, YDCL13, dNL15]. Relationship [AZS+14, Or15, AD15d, ADM17, ÁBB21, AM22, BAGADF15, FMM14, HDD+21, RP08, ZBK+21]. Relationships [VY13, BnH17, CCH12, JZY+18, Még14, Még18, RFMC17, SVTfdC11, SLNC13, ZH18, dMAGBLIM18]. Relative [KLC21, CA11, HCZ21, IWB19b, LF21, RRKH17, SYP+16, Vin12, PPFKB19]. relevance [GAB11, ILHC22, KCH21a]. relevance-based [ILHC22]. relevant [CHHL11, LBMM14, Sch13d]. reliability [Glä10, WZ21a, dDGFF+21]. Remaining [LO11]. remark [Gag09]. remarkable [AL17, Vi18]. remarks [BCGM17b, FM17a, FM17b]. Reny [Ng17]. RePEc [SW12]. replicability [BP22]. Reply [YAV+17, vRvL+10, Moe18, vdBHS17a]. Report [BdMA11, BdMAL12, HKA+09]. reporting [BMHD11]. reports [HPNM22, Cam14, TDKZ21]. repositories [XWK+21]. represent [Wal17a]. representation [DKK+17, PS13, VE14, dVV18]. representations [LJJ21]. representative [NNZ+16, ZLR16]. represented [QCVQdMA10]. reproduce [AOdFC12], reputation [MD19a], requirements [HM21b, KK21]. Research [AJ13, BRN18, DN17, GÁCC17, GHS21, KB17, LYYY09, MS09, NPS13, PW19, RC16, Van11, XZS21, Yan14, YZ18, ZLY21, vL18, AS17, AHL12, ACD11b, ACD12a, ACD12c, ACD12d, ADM13b, ADR13, ACD13b, ACD13a, AD14, AD15a, ADG15, AD15c, ACD15, ADG16, ADS17, ADM17, AD17b, ADZ18, AD18, ADD19a, ADD19b, AAD21a, ADG21, ADD21b, ADD21d, AL11, AZS+14, ASG12, Als21, ÁBB21, AH22, AYL21, AMKA21, BSHK21, BGCL07, BCGM17a, BBS21, BDR14, BAGADF15, BMD10, BLV10, Bor10, BM12, Bor14a, Bor14b, BsdMAM14, BH16b, BKA19, BH22, BPU+14, BRN19,
The rhythm [LR10]. rising [PTV17]. risk [SM18]. risks [RNB18b].

Rivals [vRvLV^+10]. Robust [Sta21, SW14, Zit10]. Robustness [BP22, Glä10, Mal16]. role [ADD21c, ABB21, BSW17, DK21, HCC12, MSL^+14, SJGBMA17, Sma18, Tu21, WG10a, vdBHS17a]. Ronald [Pet18].

room [ADD19b, WvEV16]. Rooted [GNZ^+19]. Rousseau [Pet18].

Robust [Sta21, SW14, Zit10]. Robustness [BP22, Gla10, Mal16].

Rivals [vRvLV^+10].

Saint [SG12]. Same [AD15a, Dan16, GAD19]. sample [BGCGS22].

samples [BM13b]. Sampling [WB16a, WB16b, Cla16, KRM14, Mut16].

Sandström [Lin18c]. SAO [YIS18]. scalability [BP22]. scalable

[CSH18, AAB^+21]. scale [ACD12b, ACD12c]. schemas

scheme [DU21, ZWG^+19]. schemes [ADG21, KK15].

Scholar [OA13, AJ13, CB19, FC10, MKM^+22, XZS21, AN18, BMS^+09, HMB17, KT19, MMOMHL17, MMcVLL18, MMB16, MT10].

Scholar-based [MT10]. scholar/journal [CB19]. Scholarly

[YSW09, ADD21d, AF17a, BBB^+22, BZL19, BGS19, BS13, BNbH17, CGXW22, CBT21, DCG^+19, KRM13, KYC12, KT19, LLW21, SKLR16, WCG21, WHH21, WLLL18]. scholars

[AAH11, DFCGB15, FC17, HWZW22, dVV18]. scholarship [MMCR21].

schools [ZZN19]. Science [APF09, DK22, SSSAG11, XWZW21, AC09, AC17, BL21, BB11, B10, BSG11, B11, BD07b, BW11, BLWSE11, BL12, BSDMAM16, BK08, BPU^+14, BK14, BFM^+18, CtRiY21, CA11, Dan16, DG21, DHLW17, DLGT19, Gar09, HRL12, HR18, HCY15, Ke21a, KB21, Kos15, Kos08, Lat21, Let16, LW08, LSW^+10, LT21, LZ15, LEW22, LHTW15, LK17, Mag12, MJ13, MMY17, Meh19, MSL^+14, Mil15, MN15, NLK^+21, NF12, NO07, PYWH15, PPPP18, PYCH19, PPG^+15, PRRC17, PB16, RCW15, SDAJ17, SJZ^+19, SAB^+16, Sko09, SWHC15, TB18b, The19a, Tsa14, Van13, Wal14, WTViE11, WG12, WW15, WXY^+22, XXY^+21, XMLM21, XYP^+22, YDCL13, YW15, YHWW16, YW17, YXX^+17, ZWM17, ZS08, ZY17, vdBHS17a, AYL11, AN18, BMS^+09, BL17, FMM16a, GP11, GAB11, GMFGVZ16, LR12, LB21, LQ1J14, LHT18, LdMAM08].

Science [MMOMTL18, NO07, PRRC17, Reh21, The18a, WW16, ZH18, CH14, FH13]. science-based [SWHC15].

science/computer [LK17]. Science [VE14, WHH21, ADR13, BAL18, Fra10a, FJW^+15, Ley17b, SW14, TSM09, VW16, YZYW21, XIYcG18].

Scientific [BKK09, CB19, Din11b, FMM14, Gag13, HR16, LY18, LRH^+21, Mar15, Mar16, RL22, WH15, AD18, AD21, ADD21c, ADD22, AAK^+21, ACHVH09, AN18, Ant22, AF17b, BSHK21, BRA19, BLV10, BSDMAM14, BH15, BvECW18, BSDS^+21, BvR11, CMN08, CCL16, CTGM15, CXMR07,
CCH+09, CTDM17, CW18, Coc08, CSdFCA17, DLM+17, DFCGB15, DMS18, DKK+17, ES15, Fin14, FM10b, FM11b, FM14, FJW+15, GHP21, GPGBMA10, GBMA12, GWMP16, GW17, GHS21, HSE22, HMBI17, HDY12, HDT+13, HGJZ17, HPZ21, HCL13, HCC12, IPS21, KFM+15, Ke18, KJKS22, KK12, Kos11, Kos12a, LWWZ22, LLH12, LRWY13, LBD+19, LAL09, LLHW22, MEG+16, MMcVLLC18, Moe10b, OA13, OG13, PCPG17, Per10a, Per10b, PRCRvQ+09, PS1+17, QLS21, QCVQdMA10, RC12a, RBV17, Ron18, RCC14, RCC18, SKLR16, SJGBMA17, San11b, San13a, San14.

TF-MONO [DU21]. Theil [WYLL18]. Their [KCH21a, KLC21, ADR13, ADM17, AODFC12, BDR14, BAGADF15, BSMD12, Bor19, Bvr11, Cam14, Che17, CRS14, CVF19, CA11, Dan16, ER19a, Fm14, HKK18, HR18, KHC13, KHC18, LTH18, LB21, Ly19, LF21, OA10, LrLF11, Ry12b, RH13, SYP+16, TB18b, Tsa14, WW15, XOMW21, ZBK+21].

then [Dem18]. themes [McC10, Per10c]. Theorem [Ant18]. theorems [Smo21b]. Theoretic [BGS21]. theoretical [And17, V^i16, WvEvL+11].

theory [Bur08, CCH+09, EP07, Egg07a, Egg21, LrLF17, M^eg18, Per17b, SAP18, CLHHVH11]. therapy [RYY10].

There [Cla16, GL11, MBD17, The16b, TSVBAM22, YXX18]. theses [DMCLH22].

thin [LBK+21]. thing [TBTB19]. things [Luo21, TMK16].

think [SVKM21]. Three [AODFC12, The17c, AL17, BAGADF15, CX16, HAA16, PyCH18, PVH21, WYLL18, XLG21].

three-dimensional [AL17]. Three-feature [AODFC12]. three-stage [WYLL18]. thresholds [Sma09].


time [Fia12, HRC11b, JS14, ACD12e, ACD12d, ADD21a, Ada18, BDR14, BL15, BSA21, DGDG13, Fin14, HKK18, HW14, LR08, LF21, MR13, MMZ16, RSP19, RH13, Sch13d, Sch15, TT22, TF15b, Vas09, VADF13, WZ18, XZS21, XMM14, YW17].

Time-aware [Fia12]. time-balanced [MMZ16].

time-dependent [HW14, Sch13d]. time-trend [Ada18]. time-varying [VADF13].

timelined [Pta07]. TimeRank [FC17]. times [BM13a, DGDG13].

timetable [WXP+12, WPZ+13]. Timing [KHC18].

tit [AD17b, BCGM17a]. title [Ron18].

titles [Bvr11, TSM09]. to/from [ZBK+21].

together [Tan13]. tolerance [Jal11]. too [The16b].

tool [AC17, CGD+21, Fm10b, QCvQdMA10, TD10, Tsm09, vEW14]. tools [Fm11a, KK12, PyCH18].

Top [ADS11, ACD13a, ADS16, AZS+14, BBMP12, CAL15, CH14, ED15, GP12, LWB14, Lin18a, Lin18b, Mmcr21, SCMG16, Tsa14, Wold22, XZKS22].

top-1 [LWB14]. top-10 [LWB14]. top-cited [CAL15, CH14].

top-rated [ED15]. top-scientist [BBMP12].

top-tier [SCMG16].

Topic [Xwy+y, BP22, Bue21, CTDM17, DGDGSPSV14, HTLC21, JLYM16, JS14, JY21, JS22, KPS22, KJKS22, KB17, Lds+12, Sab+16, Svkm21, XZS21, XZS21, YKS16, ZLl+18].

topic-driven [KPS22].

Topic-integrated [KJKS22]. Topic-linked [Xwy+y].

topic-model-based [HTLC21]. topical [AYL14, Din11a].

Topics [YDMS12, GLW+21, HLB+19, HLB+21, KBCR10, LYz+17, LZR15, MN15, SA18, TBTB19, XLG21, XHA+21, XYP+22, Yan14].

Topological [Din11a, RDF+18, BKK09].

Top [LYZ+17].

Tracing [YDS+15, YP21]. Tracking [WHLT18, PT08].

 trading [YDCL13]. traditional [SMP12]. traditions [HM21b].

Trajectories [WW15, CXZ+22a, KJKS22, LBK+21].

Trajectory [JHK+16, KLC21, LBK+21]. transfer [RJDD08].

transformation [Ley12].

Transformations [LR07, Egg08a].

transformative [SD22].

transition


BL14, BH15, BH18, BGT22, HM21b, KRM14, MMOMHLCl7, Pet17, TN18, Vin14, Wal12, Wal16a, WHH21. used [BW17a, BW22, BGT22, PD21]. useful [BD10b]. user [AF17a]. users [SX21].


wagging [Bur13a]. Wagner [Rou19]. Waltman [RC14]. was [Van12b]. water [HSMB18]. way [BHA19, CGF+19, Zit16]. ways [BLV10]. weaknesses [AD14]. web [KPB09, KK12, MS09, OA10, SLL+12, AN18, BSdMAM16, BL17, FMM16a, GP11, GMFGVZ16, GWMP16, KTR10, LR12, LB21, LQLJ14, LHT18, LiMAM08, MMOMTLC18, NO07, PRRc17, Reh21, The18a, YV13, WW16, ZH18]. Web-based [BSdMAM16]. Web-of-Science [LR12, LB21]. Webometric [TS12]. Webometrics [YY10]. Webpages [YY10]. Weibo [YXX+17]. weighted [DKK+17, HY08, MSPD16, Per10c, Wal17a, WvE08, YZ13, ZY18, ZRY11, ZY12, PPFKB19]. weighting
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